
Beyond laying claim to being “The Live Music Capital of the World,” 

Austin, Texas, offers inspiring cuisines and stunning outdoor 

experiences to please the millions of people who travel there annually. 

Whether must-do experiences include a dip in the Barton Springs Pool 

swimming hole or a visit to an authentic honky-tonk, uniqueness is 

Austin’s specialty. 

But that very richness of unique offerings can bring with it … well, a 

lot of questions. Visit Austin has always been happy to answer them, 

but with the vigorous return to travel following pandemic-related 

slowdowns, the small but mighty team could barely keep up.

CHALLENGES: 

While Visit Austin was busy with the increased traveler phone calls 

and emails, there were only so many staffed hours in a work day — yet 

people seek advice and information around the clock in this digital 

world. In fact, 43% of all queries come outside staffed hours. 

(continued on next page)

The implementation 

process has been 

great. Satisfi Labs took 

a lot of heavy lifting 

with Simpleview to 

understand how the 

events and listing 

feed worked. And that 

made it easier for us.”
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For some, that’s finding the shortest point between question and answer. Visit Austin’s website is rich with 

relevant content, but its richness sometimes leads users to have to dig for information or pick up the phone 

and call. Anything that could handle routine questions and streamlinethe question-and-answering process 

would significantly help. 

That help came from an AI Chat designed by Satisfi Labs, 

a Simpleview partner. 

We lean heavily on organic and paid search,” said Christine Felton, director of 

content and digital marketing at Visit Austin. “Digital outlets mean you have a 

short amount of time to capture someone’s attention, so we want to do whatever 

we can to provide the best experience to people on our site.”

GOALS: 

Visit Austin wanted to: 

SOLUTION: 

AI Chat serves as a virtual concierge for DMO websites. Powered by Simpleview 

CRM, the conversational AI platform provides granular answers about listings, 

events, area transportation, and more. 

It’s the helper who never quits, never calls in sick, and never brings drama to the office (or visitor center!). 

Offering reliable data, AI Chat is a fraction of the cost of hiring new staff, with hardly any onboarding effort 

on the DMO’s part. 

Other early benefits of using AI Chat include:

  • Learning how and why people are 

  really using the website

• Targeted calls-to-action 

• One-click access to featured content

Hi there, welcome to Visit Austin! I’m your
virtual concierge, here to hel your trip to 
Austin go smoothly. Think of me as your 
personal tour guide.

I answer questions about all the unique 
and fun things to do here in Austin from 
exploring our rich culture and history to 
taking in the great outdoors, dining in a 
foodie’s paradise and, of course, enjoying 
our legendary live music.

Please tap an option or type a question 
below.

Explore Events and Things to Do

Holiday Things to Do

Sign up for eNews

Are visitor guides available?

• Free up staff to work on 

   other priorities

• Avoid any solution requiring 

   significant DMO time and effort

• Be able to answer visitors’ 

   questions 24/7

• Get a better understanding of 

 website user habits and needs 



SIMPLEVIEWINC.COM

Interested in finding out how Satisfi Labs and Simpleview can empower your DMO? Email us at 

info@simpleviewinc.com or call us at 520-575-1151 (US) or +44 7939.241.901 (UK).

What makes AI Chat so powerful and unique is it understands the context of questions and provides 

a relevant answer based on whether the question is asked via the web or mobile. 

RESULTS: 

Just a few months after adding 

AI Chat to its website, 

Visit Austin has:

Newsletter 
Subscriptions

INCREASED

Visitor Guide 
Requests

INCREASED

STAFF HOURS 
per week

10
SAVED AN 

ESTIMATED

Website Visitors 
are most 

interested in

LEARNED WHAT

We see a lot of value in using AI Chat to see what people are asking,” Felton said. 

“Our digital marketing team has spent years making assumptions and trying to 

understand our users as much as possible, but nothing beats having a conversation 

with a human to really understand what they want. It’s almost like being a fly on the 

wall with that person, so I find it unique and helpful to use this technology.”

• Help visitors on-demand,  

 24/7

• Understand how visitors   
 use your website

• Increase team productivity

With AI Chat, 
you can:

https://www.simpleviewinc.com/our-services/strategy-insights/dashboards/

